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Welcome to the thirty-fourth edition of the MassGIS GISette, a bi-monthly newsletter e-mailed 
to over 1700 of our users and partner agencies to keep them informed of data updates, GIS events, 
and on-going technology developments. This newsletter will not replace more focused e-mails that 
many of you currently receive. A page on our website has been created for the GISette. There you 
will find back issues of the GISette and an online subscription form.  
 
While our primary intent in publishing the GISette is to disseminate information related to 
MassGIS initiatives and data development in particular, we also see the GISette as a means of 
communicating public agency GIS news.  So we encourage readers to send in updates or 
announcements concerning public agencies that they would like included in the GISette.  We 
particularly want to encourage submission of announcements concerning data development 
projects.  Announcements should be sent to Paul Nutting at paul.nutting@state.ma.us.   

 
 
Distribution of USGS 2008 Orthoimages 
  

MassGIS has received and is preparing to distribute orthoimagery acquired by the US Geological Survey on 
behalf of the National Geospatial-intelligence Agency for Eastern Massachusetts (the “Boston Urban Area”) in 
April 2008.  The area covered by the project can be viewed on this map on the MassGIS web site.  The imagery 
delivered to us is true-color (3-band RGB) with a pixel size of 30cm (~12").  Other specifications include: 
 
• Elevation model was from the MassGIS 2005 orthoimagery project with supplemental ground control to 

support greater accuracy requirement 
• The horizontal accuracy was <= 0.6m RMSE 
• The projection is UTM (UTM), Zone 19, units meters. 
• The imagery datum is NAD 1983 (2007 adjustment) 
• Aircraft positioning was recorded using airborne GPS and inertial navigation equipment 
 
While the full-resolution original images as delivered will be available, we are also working to convert the full 
resolution images into compressed versions that are easier to work with and to project the imagery into MA State 
Plane Coordinates.   We expect to start distribution of the following products by mid-December or before: 
 
1) Uncompressed full-resolution GeoTiffs.  As these are approximately 80 Mb each (including a pyramid file that 
speeds up display), we will accommodate requests for large areas only via hard drive, which must be provided by 
the entity ordering them and must be able to accommodate the entire project area, about 245Gb.  We will be 
offering individual towns on single DVD’s for order via our web site; due to limitations on on-line ordering we may 
not be able to accommodate custom orders through that interface.  Details will be posted on the web site.   
2) Individual image tiles in MrSID format (15:1 compression); these will be available for download from our web 
site and will be about 5Mb each. 
3) Regional mosaics also in MrSID format.  There will be either two or three mosaics covering the entire project 
area and these will be available on DVDs for order via our web site. 

 
MassGIS Brokers Orthoimagery “Buy-Up” Opportunity for Municipalities 

 
As part of the 2008 orthoimagery project mentioned above, MassGIS also brokered cooperative agreements 
between 30 communities and the USGS.  Through this arrangement, individual communities were able to obtain 
higher resolution (15 cm; ~6”) color orthoimagery more suitable for municipal applications in relatively urbanized 
areas.  MassGIS estimates that communities participating in the 2008 orthoimagery project for eastern 
Massachusetts were able to save between two-thirds and three-quarters of the cost of contracting for the imagery 
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on their own.  The total savings was between $400,000 and $500,000.  Besides saving money, communities were 
spared the technical and administrative burden of conducting their own procurement.  Communities that 
participated in the USGS project were: 

 
ASHLAND 
BELMONT 
BEVERLY 
BOSTON 
BROOKLINE 
CAMBRIDGE 
CHELSEA 
DANVERS 
DEDHAM 
EVERETT 

FRAMINGHAM 
MALDEN 
MANCHESTER 
MARSHFIELD 
METHUEN 
NATICK 
NEEDHAM 
NEWTON 
PEABODY 
RANDOLPH 

RAYNHAM 
REVERE 
SALEM 
STONEHAM 
WALTHAM 
WATERTOWN 
WENHAM 
WESTON 
WEYMOUTH 
WINTHROP 

 
USGS 2009 Orthoimagery 

 
In spring 2009, the USGS will conduct another overflight, similar to the one for 2008 described above, except that 
it will cover the Springfield and Worcester Urban Areas.  The boundaries of these project areas and the affected 
towns are shown on this map.   MassGIS expects that it will again be able to broker an opportunity for 
municipalities to “buy-up” to higher resolution orthoimages that better meet their needs.  We expect the imagery 
will have the same specifications as that for the Boston Urban Area Project, and we will be using cost estimates 
based on that project.  We anticipate that the project will proceed by having individual municipalities contract with 
MassGIS for delivery of the imagery.  MassGIS, or rather its’ parent agency, will in turn sign an agreement with 
the USGS.  The photography for the imagery will be taken in April 2009 and will likely be available for delivery 
sometime in August or September 2009.  Staff from communities interested in learning more about this 
opportunity should send email to neil.macgaffey@state.ma.us.  Please include your full contact information in the 
email. 

 
OpenSpace Data Improvements 

 
The MassGIS OpenSpace data layer will be substantially improved this fiscal year.  Ben Smith, the new Open 
Space Database Administrator, is helping integrate newer data submitted to MassGIS from conservation 
organizations, regional planning agencies and municipalities. He’s being assisted by Angelika Bahr, who has 
added scores of Conservation Restrictions to the database and by Peter Grace, who will plans to finish adding or 
correcting all Agricultural Preservation Restrictions held by the Department of Agricultural Resources by the end 
of January. 
 
Protected OpenSpace in Massachusetts is acquired nearly every day, making it difficult to keep the data layer 
completely current. However, since August 1st, the Open Space data layer has been improved, or augmented, for 
180 municipalities. Although in some cases these changes involve only attribute updates and survey grade 
boundary improvements, they are all important for open space data users.   The total area that has been edited is 
in the thousands of acres. A complete and accurate inventory of open space is essential for conservation planning 
across the Commonwealth. Recent updates can be viewed at the link above. 

 
GIS Services Option for Municipalities 

 
In last month's GISette we noted that public agencies in Massachusetts can contract for GIS services using the 
master service agreement (ITS33) recently completed by the state's Operational Services Division and MassGIS.  
Municipalities in Massachusetts may also obtain GIS services from their regional planning agency.  To learn more 
about the GIS services that your regional planning agencies can provide, contact the agency directly and ask for a 
member of the GIS staff; you can find a link to each agency's web site on the MassGIS web site. 

 
 
Database Updates 

 
• NHESP CVP Regulatory Layers Updated - 9/24/2008 

The Natural Heritage & Endangered Species Program (NHESP) has updated the Certified Vernal Pools, Priority 
Habitats of Rare Species and Estimated Habitats of Rare Wildlife layers. The Habitat layers are those published 
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in the 13th Edition of the Massachusetts Natural Heritage Atlas and are effective beginning October 1, 2008.  
   

• Office of Fishing and Boating Access Sites Layer Updated - 9/22/2008 
This point layer, formerly known as Public Access Board Sites, was updated (five points added) by GIS staff at 
the Massachusetts Department of Fish & Game (DFG).  

 
What's New on the MassGIS Web Site 
 
• Landmarks layer removed - 10/24/2008 

Because this dataset is old and incomplete, it has been removed from distribution from the MassGIS Web site. 
Many of the landmark points included in this layer are now more accurately represented in layers such as 
Schools, Colleges & Universities, Hospitals, Prisons, Airports, Trains and Seaports. Also, the OpenSpace layer 
contains polygons of state and local parks and forests.  
   

• NEARC 2008 Presentation "Transportation Modeling: Mapping Household Destinations and Estimating 
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)" - 9/30/2008 
Web PowerPoint presentation from the 2008 NEARC conference in Hyannis, Mass., describing a GIS-based 
Origin/Destination Analysis. Includes speaker notes. Viewed best in Internet Explorer.  

 
Online Mapping 

 
NHESP Priority Habitat and Estimated Habitat for Rare Species Updated Viewer 
 
The 13th edition of the Natural Heritage Atlas displays the boundaries of Priority Habitats and Estimated Habitats. 
It is the product of a Natural Heritage Atlas 13th Edition statewide revision of Priority Habitat and Estimated 
Habitats to reflect the latest state-listed species data, understanding of species biology and habitat requirements, 
and GIS technology and data.  
The 13th Edition of the Natural Heritage Atlas is effective October 1, 2008. The maps can be viewed using the 
interactive viewer or downloaded from MassGIS. 
 
Purchase your copy of the 13th Edition of the Natural Heritage Atlas with 189 pages of full-color, 11 x 17 maps 
covering the entire state by using this order form. 
Purchase your copy of the Natural Heritage Atlas CD Viewer, which provides statewide coverage of Priority 
Habitats and Estimated Habitats using the MassGIS Data Viewer software, by using this order form. 

 
GIS for Tracking Community Preservation 
MassGIS' version of the online Community Preservation Act CP-3 form has been completed by all the 133 
Community Preservation Communities.  This application is building an improved version of a point datalayer , 
which illustrates the locations of projects that used CPA money.  MassGIS will be talking more about the 
application at the November 1st CPA conference in Danvers. 

    
     Meeting and Staff Announcements 

 
Massachusetts Geographic Information Council Seminar Series:  
New Imagery and Land Use Data

 
• Thursday, November 6, 2008, 10 AM-Noon  Lawrence Heritage State Park Visitors Center,  

3rd Floor Meeting Room, One Jackson Street, Lawrence, MA 01840 
• Wednesday, November 12, 2008, 10 AM- Noon  J. Edward Christian Municipal Office Building  2nd Floor 

Auditorium,  26 Central Street, West Springfield, MA 01089-2787 
 

There are some new imagery products from both the USGS and the Executive Office of Transportation, and 
the 2005 Land Use from MassGIS is almost complete.  Please join us for an informational session on the 
characteristics of the data and how and when it can be acquired. These seminars will be similar, except that 
the Lawrence meeting will feature the pending availability of spring 2008 USGS orthos and the  West 
Springfield meeting will provide information on how municipalities in the Worcester and Springfield areas can 
potentially buy up to higher resolution orthos from the USGS for the spring 09 flyover. 
Additionally, GIS staff from several Regional Planning Agencies will be at the Lawrence venue to discuss their 
acquisition of higher resolution oblique imagery for their regions. At the West Springfield location, only EOT’s 
acquisition of obliques will be discussed. 
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MassGIS’ Director, Christian Jacqz, Receives Peter S. Thatcher Award at 2008 NEARC

 
At the annual Northeast ARC Users Group Conference held in Hyannis in September, the Director of 
MassGIS, Christian Jacqz, received the Thatcher Award. This award is bestowed by peers in the multi-
disciplinary universe of GIS users in New England.  Mr. Thatcher was the founding director of UNEP, the 
United Nations Environmental Program, and a strong advocate of using GIS.  The presentation was made by 
MassGIS founding director, Michael Terner from Applied Geographics, who remarked, “In my frequent travels 
around the country, I am continually reminded of how lucky I am to be practicing in Massachusetts where 
MassGIS makes my life easier and has become a model of national leadership”. He praised “Christian’s 
commitment to the public’s right to freely accessible GIS data” and also noted “his early commitment to Open 
Source and Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards”.  We at MassGIS are very fortunate to have a 
leader who is as committed to public service as he is to our professional growth. Congratulations!

     
Any comments or suggestions about the GISette are welcome – send to paul.nutting@state.ma.us.  
MassGIS-The Commonwealth’s Office of Geographic and Environmental Information is located within the 
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs and is charged with the collection, enhancement, 
storage and dissemination of the Commonwealth’s geographic data.   
 
Massachusetts Geographic Information System (MassGIS) 
251 Causeway St.  Suite 500 
Boston, MA 02114 
 
Phone: (617) 626-1238 
Fax: (617) 626-1249 
 

Christian Jacqz, Director 
Ian A. Bowles, Secretary 

Timothy Murray, Lt. Governor 
Deval Patrick, Governor 
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